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With millions of viewers around the world, The Voice is one of the biggest international TV formats ofWith millions of viewers around the world, The Voice is one of the biggest international TV formats of  
the past few years. And now it’s arrived in the UK.the past few years. And now it’s arrived in the UK.

The premise is simple: the search for the UK’s next great voice. Only people with real vocal talent willThe premise is simple: the search for the UK’s next great voice. Only people with real vocal talent will  
be invited to blind auditions, where each artist auditions in front of four A-list coaches who sit withbe invited to blind auditions, where each artist auditions in front of four A-list coaches who sit with  
their back towards them. Unconcerned with appearance, their auditions are about one thing and onetheir back towards them. Unconcerned with appearance, their auditions are about one thing and one  
thing only: the voice.thing only: the voice.

The artists are selected, mentored, and trained by four of the most successful figures in the musicThe artists are selected, mentored, and trained by four of the most successful figures in the music  
industry: Jessie J, will.i.am, Danny O’Donoghue and Sir Tom Jones. After selecting their favouriteindustry: Jessie J, will.i.am, Danny O’Donoghue and Sir Tom Jones. After selecting their favourite  
artists at the artists at the blindblind auditions, the coaches develop them through the remaining stages until one artist auditions, the coaches develop them through the remaining stages until one artist  
is named 'The Voice UK'.is named 'The Voice UK'.

The Voice was created and first produced in Holland by media entrepreneur John de Mol’s companyThe Voice was created and first produced in Holland by media entrepreneur John de Mol’s company  
Talpa.Talpa.



The show's format is made up of three stages: the Blind Auditions, the Battles, and the Live Shows.The show's format is made up of three stages: the Blind Auditions, the Battles, and the Live Shows.

The Blind AuditionsThe Blind Auditions
During the blind auditions, the coaches are seated in chairs facing away from the stage.  They hear theDuring the blind auditions, the coaches are seated in chairs facing away from the stage.  They hear the  
artists perform but don't get to see them. If a coach is impressed by an artist's voice, they push theirartists perform but don't get to see them. If a coach is impressed by an artist's voice, they push their  
button to choose the artist for their team, at which point their chair rotates and they can see them. Ifbutton to choose the artist for their team, at which point their chair rotates and they can see them. If  
more than one coach turns their chair, the power shifts to the artist amore than one coach turns their chair, the power shifts to the artist and the artist then has the choicend the artist then has the choice  
of which of the coaches' teams he or she wants to join.of which of the coaches' teams he or she wants to join.

However, if no coach turns, the artist is out of the competition. Once the coaches have each chosenHowever, if no coach turns, the artist is out of the competition. Once the coaches have each chosen  
the ten singers for their teams, they will personally train their ten artists, shaping them into futurethe ten singers for their teams, they will personally train their ten artists, shaping them into future  
stars. And then the battle rounds begin...stars. And then the battle rounds begin...

The BattlesThe Battles
Once the coaches have chosen their teams, it’s time for battle to commence. Coaches dedicateOnce the coaches have chosen their teams, it’s time for battle to commence. Coaches dedicate  
themselves to developing their artists, helping them improve their vocal ability and sharing thethemselves to developing their artists, helping them improve their vocal ability and sharing the  
secrets of their success. During the battles, the coaches pit two of their own acts against each other tosecrets of their success. During the battles, the coaches pit two of their own acts against each other to  
sing a competitive duet in front of a studio audience. Immediately after the battle performance, thesing a competitive duet in front of a studio audience. Immediately after the battle performance, the  
coach must choose which artist will go through to the live shows and which to send home.coach must choose which artist will go through to the live shows and which to send home.

By the end of the battle rounds the coaches will be left with five singers each to take to the live shows.By the end of the battle rounds the coaches will be left with five singers each to take to the live shows.  
One of those remaining 20 artists will be The Voice UK.One of those remaining 20 artists will be The Voice UK.

The Live ShowsThe Live Shows
This is the final phase of the contest.  The artists compete against each other during live shows on BBCThis is the final phase of the contest.  The artists compete against each other during live shows on BBC  
One and the phone lines will open for the public to vote. Just one artist will be named "The Voice" - andOne and the phone lines will open for the public to vote. Just one artist will be named "The Voice" - and  
will win the ultimate prize of a recording contract.will win the ultimate prize of a recording contract.

The Voice UKThe Voice UK
Saturday nights on BBC OneSaturday nights on BBC One

The Voice UKThe Voice UK Official BBC Website Official BBC Website
http://www.bbc.co.uk/thevoiceuk/http://www.bbc.co.uk/thevoiceuk/

The Voice UKThe Voice UK Facebook Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/bbcthevoiceukhttp://www.facebook.com/bbcthevoiceuk

The Voice UKThe Voice UK Twitter Twitter
@BBCTheVoiceUK@BBCTheVoiceUK
#TheVoiceUK#TheVoiceUK

http://www.bbc.co.uk/thevoiceuk/
http://www.facebook.com/bbcthevoiceuk


For all press queries please contact the relevant publicist for each coach, their team (artists), and host.For all press queries please contact the relevant publicist for each coach, their team (artists), and host.
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She exploded onto the UK music scene as theShe exploded onto the UK music scene as the  
BBC Sound of 2011 and already has 6 top 10BBC Sound of 2011 and already has 6 top 10  
singles, a platinum selling debut album – thesingles, a platinum selling debut album – the  
biggest selling debut album of 2011 – 4 MOBObiggest selling debut album of 2011 – 4 MOBO  
awards, and 2 sell out tours under her belt. Aawards, and 2 sell out tours under her belt. A  
critically acclaimed singer-songwriter - whocritically acclaimed singer-songwriter - who  
better to mentor our artists than pop’s hottestbetter to mentor our artists than pop’s hottest  
property...?property...?

When you landed the job, what was your reaction?When you landed the job, what was your reaction?
I was overwhelmed to be asked to do The Voice UK, but I felt ready to work hard and be part of somethingI was overwhelmed to be asked to do The Voice UK, but I felt ready to work hard and be part of something   
exciting.exciting.

What makes The Voice UK the show for you?What makes The Voice UK the show for you?
The title explains everything, it's about “the voice”, and that's what I'm about which is a perfect combination. The title explains everything, it's about “the voice”, and that's what I'm about which is a perfect combination. 

You’re an artist with a very strong/distinctive image. How important is style to you, and how much is itYou’re an artist with a very strong/distinctive image. How important is style to you, and how much is it  
truly about “the voice”?truly about “the voice”?
It's It's alwaysalways about the voice, I would much rather people remember the performance than the outfit. Style is about the voice, I would much rather people remember the performance than the outfit. Style is   
amazing to have fun with but I never want my style to define me, I want my music to define me.amazing to have fun with but I never want my style to define me, I want my music to define me.

You’ve already recorded the auditions. Were you bowled over by the talent or disappointed?You’ve already recorded the auditions. Were you bowled over by the talent or disappointed?
I was in shock at how much versatility there was - the age range, all the people that didn't believe they could stepI was in shock at how much versatility there was - the age range, all the people that didn't believe they could step   
forward, because it's about the voice and the talent. People are going to enjoy watching the show.forward, because it's about the voice and the talent. People are going to enjoy watching the show.

What can you offer to the artists on your team which is unique from what can be offered by the otherWhat can you offer to the artists on your team which is unique from what can be offered by the other  
coaches?coaches?
I don't think it's what I can offer that the others can't. It's what I can bring to the table, which is someone youngI don't think it's what I can offer that the others can't. It's what I can bring to the table, which is someone young  
and living it right now, I'm very much in the thick of it - I have an album out, I'm writing my second album, I'mand living it right now, I'm very much in the thick of it - I have an album out, I'm writing my second album, I'm   
touring around the world, I'm at the Grammys, at the Brits. I'm living it. I understand how it is for people to picktouring around the world, I'm at the Grammys, at the Brits. I'm living it. I understand how it is for people to pick   
you apart; these are all things that anyone who wants to be in the music industry needs to know.you apart; these are all things that anyone who wants to be in the music industry needs to know.

Had you met the other coaches before?Had you met the other coaches before?
I had met will.i.am before, but hadn’t had the honour of meeting Sir Tom or Danny. It was lovely to meet them andI had met will.i.am before, but hadn’t had the honour of meeting Sir Tom or Danny. It was lovely to meet them and   
hang out with them – they’re wonderful people to be around.hang out with them – they’re wonderful people to be around.

Who is the most competitive?Who is the most competitive?
Tricky... none of us are naturally competitive people, but different things bring out the competitive side in eachTricky... none of us are naturally competitive people, but different things bring out the competitive side in each   
of us. Pitching to the artists on the show was funny, everyone made jokes with each other – but it was more jokesof us. Pitching to the artists on the show was funny, everyone made jokes with each other – but it was more jokes   
than serious competitiveness!  than serious competitiveness!  

Do you get nervous doing live TV? Especially as on The Voice UK you’re a coach as well as a performer.Do you get nervous doing live TV? Especially as on The Voice UK you’re a coach as well as a performer.
I always get nervous. I think it's a natural thing, I definitely feel I have something to prove to myself and my fans.I always get nervous. I think it's a natural thing, I definitely feel I have something to prove to myself and my fans.   
I always want to raise the bar.I always want to raise the bar.

2012 is shaping up to be a great for you…2012 is shaping up to be a great for you…
2012 is the most amazing year so far and we’re only a few months in! I’ve already had the most amazing2012 is the most amazing year so far and we’re only a few months in! I’ve already had the most amazing   
opportunities thrown at me, which I'm catching with open arms. I'm enjoying every minute, I'm definitely havingopportunities thrown at me, which I'm catching with open arms. I'm enjoying every minute, I'm definitely having   
more fun this year – it's nice to be making music for a second year and people still liking it!more fun this year – it's nice to be making music for a second year and people still liking it!



With a career spanning six decades and sellingWith a career spanning six decades and selling  
over 100 million records, he’s delightedover 100 million records, he’s delighted  
audiences worldwide. Grammy and Brit Awardaudiences worldwide. Grammy and Brit Award  
winner, he's collaborated with some of thewinner, he's collaborated with some of the  
most iconic names music has ever known.most iconic names music has ever known.

Why did you want to be a coach on The Voice?Why did you want to be a coach on The Voice?
I have watched the American version and I love the fact that it is all about ‘the voice’. This show is so unique andI have watched the American version and I love the fact that it is all about ‘the voice’. This show is so unique and  
it is a fresh idea. I am a fan of talent shows and when I watch them, I always listen out for the voice. This is theit is a fresh idea. I am a fan of talent shows and when I watch them, I always listen out for the voice. This is the  
perfect vehicle and I am so glad I am part of it. perfect vehicle and I am so glad I am part of it. 

Are you feeling nervous or excited?Are you feeling nervous or excited?
Excited. We’ve already filmed the blind auditions and I wondered what I would feel like not being able to seeExcited. We’ve already filmed the blind auditions and I wondered what I would feel like not being able to see   
anybody, but I was blown away by the standard of the singers. anybody, but I was blown away by the standard of the singers. 

What have you been looking for?What have you been looking for?
Strong individual voices. I want to hear something different.Strong individual voices. I want to hear something different.

What has surprised you about the auditions?What has surprised you about the auditions?
The quality. We have all said that it’s a shame we can only pick ten artists to be in our team, as I would have lovedThe quality. We have all said that it’s a shame we can only pick ten artists to be in our team, as I would have loved  
it if I could have picked 20!it if I could have picked 20!

What kind of coach are you?What kind of coach are you?
I’d like to think I am a fair coach. I am always listening to see if they are in tune. People are always coming to meI’d like to think I am a fair coach. I am always listening to see if they are in tune. People are always coming to me   
to ask for advice, and it’s nice to be able to give people tips. I know how much I really appreciated people givingto ask for advice, and it’s nice to be able to give people tips. I know how much I really appreciated people giving   
me advice when I was younger.me advice when I was younger.

What do you expect from the artists you have picked?What do you expect from the artists you have picked?
I hope they will work hard and stay true to themselves. This is an amazing opportunity for them.I hope they will work hard and stay true to themselves. This is an amazing opportunity for them.

Do you get on well with the other coaches?Do you get on well with the other coaches?
Yes. For me, it was very important that the BBC got the right mix and balance. I feel we have this on the panel. WeYes. For me, it was very important that the BBC got the right mix and balance. I feel we have this on the panel. We   
are all competitive with each other, but we also have a lot of respect for each other.are all competitive with each other, but we also have a lot of respect for each other.

Is there plenty of banter?Is there plenty of banter?
Definitely. We went out together on the first evening and we chatted about what we needed from this show. ItDefinitely. We went out together on the first evening and we chatted about what we needed from this show. It   
was really important we met and all the coaches are great. was really important we met and all the coaches are great. 

Being a TV coach is another string to your bow! Are you enjoying the challenge?Being a TV coach is another string to your bow! Are you enjoying the challenge?
Yes I really am having so much fun. I am enjoying it a lot. I really do believe in the show and the format. Yes I really am having so much fun. I am enjoying it a lot. I really do believe in the show and the format. 

Do you think you have the winner on your team?Do you think you have the winner on your team?
Definitely. I have got the natural voices on my team. What would I say to the other coaches? Bring it on!Definitely. I have got the natural voices on my team. What would I say to the other coaches? Bring it on!

2012 is shaping up to be a busy year for you...2012 is shaping up to be a busy year for you...
Yes it is. I am taking part in the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee concert as well but it’s so lovely to be back in Britain.Yes it is. I am taking part in the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee concert as well but it’s so lovely to be back in Britain.   
Doing something like The Voice is a great excuse to come over.Doing something like The Voice is a great excuse to come over.



As lead vocalist and songwriter for the hitAs lead vocalist and songwriter for the hit  
Irish rock group The Script, Danny’s had 2 UKIrish rock group The Script, Danny’s had 2 UK  
number 1 albums, played to sold-old stadiumnumber 1 albums, played to sold-old stadium  
tours alongside U2 and Paul McCartney, andtours alongside U2 and Paul McCartney, and  
has cracked the U.S. Market.has cracked the U.S. Market.

When you were asked to be a coach on The Voice, what was your reaction?When you were asked to be a coach on The Voice, what was your reaction?
Huge excitement. I have always been a massive fan of the American show. I fell in love with the format and theHuge excitement. I have always been a massive fan of the American show. I fell in love with the format and the  
fact that the coaches cannot see the people singing. So many of my friends would have liked to have gone on afact that the coaches cannot see the people singing. So many of my friends would have liked to have gone on a   
singing talent TV show in the past, but they didn’t for fear of being ridiculed. It is fantastic that The Voice UK issinging talent TV show in the past, but they didn’t for fear of being ridiculed. It is fantastic that The Voice UK is   
all about finding fantastic singers.all about finding fantastic singers.

Have you been blown away or disappointed by the talent?Have you been blown away or disappointed by the talent?
I can tell you now – and you can quote me on this – that even on the first day of auditions, the talent on it beatI can tell you now – and you can quote me on this – that even on the first day of auditions, the talent on it beat   
any final I have ever seen on a talent contest. The standard was just incredible.any final I have ever seen on a talent contest. The standard was just incredible.

What have you been looking for as a coach?What have you been looking for as a coach?
I wanted to look for someone who had an emotional voice and right from the start, my game plan was to pressI wanted to look for someone who had an emotional voice and right from the start, my game plan was to press  
the buzzer if I felt a person had a strong voice - as I knew they wouldn’t always pick me to be their coach. I am sothe buzzer if I felt a person had a strong voice - as I knew they wouldn’t always pick me to be their coach. I am so   
pleased with the team I have ended up with. pleased with the team I have ended up with. 

What can your team expect from you as a coach?What can your team expect from you as a coach?
Well I have been told I am the most organised out of all four coaches! Look, I have been in the music businessWell I have been told I am the most organised out of all four coaches! Look, I have been in the music business   
since I was 16. I know exactly what it is like and I can give them so much help and advice on what to do and looksince I was 16. I know exactly what it is like and I can give them so much help and advice on what to do and look   
out for.out for.

Is there plenty of banter between the coaches?Is there plenty of banter between the coaches?
It depends on how you define banter! We have had quite a few heated moments on the show, which will be thereIt depends on how you define banter! We have had quite a few heated moments on the show, which will be there   
for all to see! I really get on with Tom and we sit next to each other on the panel; Will is awesome and Jessie J isfor all to see! I really get on with Tom and we sit next to each other on the panel; Will is awesome and Jessie J is   
so nice.so nice.

Your band has been very successful. But have there been times on the panel when you found it hardYour band has been very successful. But have there been times on the panel when you found it hard  
competing with someone like the legendary Tom Jones?!competing with someone like the legendary Tom Jones?!
I would be stupid if I said I was the most famous person up there on the panel. You have three of the most famousI would be stupid if I said I was the most famous person up there on the panel. You have three of the most famous   
people in the world – and me. I am the underdog, for sure, but I really do not mind this.people in the world – and me. I am the underdog, for sure, but I really do not mind this.

What do the rest of your band think about you being a coach on The Voice?What do the rest of your band think about you being a coach on The Voice?
They were so excited. They are massive fans of the show too. Yes this year is going to be jam-packed as we areThey were so excited. They are massive fans of the show too. Yes this year is going to be jam-packed as we are   
also recording our third album. But what I love is the fact that 2012 is all about music. I wouldn’t like to be on aalso recording our third album. But what I love is the fact that 2012 is all about music. I wouldn’t like to be on a   
TV show that was talking about something like gardening, for instance. I want to give The Voice everything – andTV show that was talking about something like gardening, for instance. I want to give The Voice everything – and   
I have to say that I really am enjoying every aspect of the show so far. I have to say that I really am enjoying every aspect of the show so far. 

And finally, let’s not forget this is a competition! What would you say to your fellow coaches?! And finally, let’s not forget this is a competition! What would you say to your fellow coaches?! 
Bring it on! Never ever underestimate me!Bring it on! Never ever underestimate me!



A founding member of global super-group TheA founding member of global super-group The  
Black Eyed Peas, songwriter, and 7 timeBlack Eyed Peas, songwriter, and 7 time  
Grammy winner, will.i.am is also anGrammy winner, will.i.am is also an  
established producer, working with some ofestablished producer, working with some of  
the music world’s biggest hitters on boththe music world’s biggest hitters on both  
sides of the Atlantic.sides of the Atlantic.

Why did you want to get involved with The Voice?Why did you want to get involved with The Voice?
I loved the concept of getting to work with singers where the audition is just based on their voices. I haveI loved the concept of getting to work with singers where the audition is just based on their voices. I have   
watched the American Voice and I love it. It’s amazing. The fact you can’t see the artists when they audition iswatched the American Voice and I love it. It’s amazing. The fact you can’t see the artists when they audition is   
what this show is all about. I am so glad I have got on board and I really do think the British viewers are going towhat this show is all about. I am so glad I have got on board and I really do think the British viewers are going to   
be blown away by it. be blown away by it. 

What are you bringing to the table?What are you bringing to the table?
I really enjoy producing, composing and arranging and I am hoping to transfer my insight and experience ontoI really enjoy producing, composing and arranging and I am hoping to transfer my insight and experience onto   
the team I have picked. the team I have picked. 

What kind of coach are you? Fair, tough talking, kind...?!What kind of coach are you? Fair, tough talking, kind...?!
Throughout my career when I have coached people, it has always been all about being someone’s friend. I wantThroughout my career when I have coached people, it has always been all about being someone’s friend. I want   
to go about The Voice with the same perspective in the sense that a friend is better than being a mentor orto go about The Voice with the same perspective in the sense that a friend is better than being a mentor or   
coach. I really want to be able to give my team my perspective on the music business.coach. I really want to be able to give my team my perspective on the music business.

What did you think of the artists’ talent during the blind auditions?What did you think of the artists’ talent during the blind auditions?
I was blown away and the thing that has surprised me most about doing this show so far is the standard of theI was blown away and the thing that has surprised me most about doing this show so far is the standard of the  
singers. I thought I’d get a couple of good singers on my team, but to have ten incredible singers is just fantastic.singers. I thought I’d get a couple of good singers on my team, but to have ten incredible singers is just fantastic.

Undoubtedly The Voice is all about the singing. But is image important to you?Undoubtedly The Voice is all about the singing. But is image important to you?
No. For me, I think it is amazing we are listening to everyone’s voices. Truthfully, there has not been a bad actNo. For me, I think it is amazing we are listening to everyone’s voices. Truthfully, there has not been a bad act   
that has come up to audition. that has come up to audition. 

Were you looking for anything specific?Were you looking for anything specific?
I didn’t necessarily press the buzzer (every time there was a strong voice). I was focussed. I was looking forI didn’t necessarily press the buzzer (every time there was a strong voice). I was focussed. I was looking for   
something unique in the artist's voice and there haven’t been any shocks at all. I haven’t been disappointedsomething unique in the artist's voice and there haven’t been any shocks at all. I haven’t been disappointed   
either.either.

Do you think you have found the winner?Do you think you have found the winner?
Oh yes. I have got the winner in my team!Oh yes. I have got the winner in my team!

How do you get on with the rest of the panel?How do you get on with the rest of the panel?
Great. I get on with them all. Danny and Jessie have a lot to offer and I really admire Tom’s longevity and talent. IGreat. I get on with them all. Danny and Jessie have a lot to offer and I really admire Tom’s longevity and talent. I   
have spoken my mind during the auditions, for sure. You need to step up when necessary!have spoken my mind during the auditions, for sure. You need to step up when necessary!

Is there anything you have found tough?Is there anything you have found tough?
Just the early wake-up calls! Seriously though, I am enjoying this experience so much. Just the early wake-up calls! Seriously though, I am enjoying this experience so much. 

Can you see yourself settling in Britain permanently?Can you see yourself settling in Britain permanently?
I don’t know what the word ‘permanent’ means anymore as I am always travelling! The jet lag is ok to deal withI don’t know what the word ‘permanent’ means anymore as I am always travelling! The jet lag is ok to deal with  
though.though.



Holly, best known and loved by audiences for hosting ThisHolly, best known and loved by audiences for hosting This  
Morning and five series of Dancing on Ice, comes to TheMorning and five series of Dancing on Ice, comes to The   
Voice with a wealth of presenting experience, alsoVoice with a wealth of presenting experience, also   
including Celebrity Juice and The Xtra Factor.  including Celebrity Juice and The Xtra Factor.  

When you were invited to co-host The Voice, what was your reaction?When you were invited to co-host The Voice, what was your reaction?
I was so excited! I had watched The Voice in America and I thought it was a fantastic format. I really wanted to beI was so excited! I had watched The Voice in America and I thought it was a fantastic format. I really wanted to be   
part of The Voice when I heard it was coming to the UK, and so when I got asked, I was really pleased.part of The Voice when I heard it was coming to the UK, and so when I got asked, I was really pleased.

As the first show looms, how are you feeling?As the first show looms, how are you feeling?
Excited. This show is new and fresh and I can’t wait for everyone to see it. It’s going to be one roller coaster of aExcited. This show is new and fresh and I can’t wait for everyone to see it. It’s going to be one roller coaster of a   
ride and I can’t wait.ride and I can’t wait.

How do you get on with your co-presenter Reggie?How do you get on with your co-presenter Reggie?
Very well as we have known each other for years and we are mates. Reggie is great. We both started out in kidsVery well as we have known each other for years and we are mates. Reggie is great. We both started out in kids   
TV and that is the toughest audience you can face. It’s the best training ground ever.TV and that is the toughest audience you can face. It’s the best training ground ever.

You’ve already recorded the auditions. What is the talent like?You’ve already recorded the auditions. What is the talent like?
Amazing. This is such a fantastic opportunity for everyone and the feedback from the coaches has been veryAmazing. This is such a fantastic opportunity for everyone and the feedback from the coaches has been very   
positive. It’s been so much fun and everyone involved has been getting excited. Along the way, there will bepositive. It’s been so much fun and everyone involved has been getting excited. Along the way, there will be   
highs and lows for everyone – but whatever happens for the artists, this is such an amazing chance.highs and lows for everyone – but whatever happens for the artists, this is such an amazing chance.

Have you found your motherly instincts coming to the forefront to mop up the contestants’ tears?Have you found your motherly instincts coming to the forefront to mop up the contestants’ tears?
No it hasn’t been like that. I haven’t mopped up any tears as nobody has gone on stage and been rubbish or beenNo it hasn’t been like that. I haven’t mopped up any tears as nobody has gone on stage and been rubbish or been   
told that they are ‘deluded, what are they doing here on The Voice?’told that they are ‘deluded, what are they doing here on The Voice?’

What do you think of the four coaches?What do you think of the four coaches?
Oh my goodness, they are brilliant! They all have so much to offer and what’s great about The Voice format is ifOh my goodness, they are brilliant! They all have so much to offer and what’s great about The Voice format is if   
more than two coaches are interested in the artists, then the artists have the power – and the coaches then havemore than two coaches are interested in the artists, then the artists have the power – and the coaches then have   
to explain why they should choose to go in their team. Up until now, I have been hanging out backstage, and so Ito explain why they should choose to go in their team. Up until now, I have been hanging out backstage, and so I   
am looking forward to the live shows when I will see a lot more of them.am looking forward to the live shows when I will see a lot more of them.

Had you met any of the coaches before The Voice UK?Had you met any of the coaches before The Voice UK?
The only person I hadn’t met beforehand was Jessie J. I have worked with/interviewed the others in the past.The only person I hadn’t met beforehand was Jessie J. I have worked with/interviewed the others in the past.   
They are all fantastic.  Jessie J is a star. She has incredible energy about her. They are all fantastic.  Jessie J is a star. She has incredible energy about her. 

Is there anything you are dreading about co-hosting The Voice?Is there anything you are dreading about co-hosting The Voice?
No unless they get me to sing on stage – which thankfully I don’t think will happen!No unless they get me to sing on stage – which thankfully I don’t think will happen!

Have you decided what kind of dresses you will be wearing?Have you decided what kind of dresses you will be wearing?
I am not sure yet but I don’t think it will be a ball gown. It’s not that kind of show. I do have a stylist, Sinead, toI am not sure yet but I don’t think it will be a ball gown. It’s not that kind of show. I do have a stylist, Sinead, to   
help me. She does all my styling and she’s brilliant.help me. She does all my styling and she’s brilliant.

The Voice is a big hit in the US. Do you feel under pressure to perform?The Voice is a big hit in the US. Do you feel under pressure to perform?
Of course there are huge expectations, but I don’t feel under pressure. Reggie and I are the bookends betweenOf course there are huge expectations, but I don’t feel under pressure. Reggie and I are the bookends between   
everything that is going on. I will be nervous five seconds before the first live show. You would be mad if youeverything that is going on. I will be nervous five seconds before the first live show. You would be mad if you   
weren’t but the adrenaline does help. weren’t but the adrenaline does help. 



You are also famous for daytime TV. Will you be taking time off?You are also famous for daytime TV. Will you be taking time off?
No as this show is on every Saturday, I won’t need to. My family do not mind me working at the weekend as theyNo as this show is on every Saturday, I won’t need to. My family do not mind me working at the weekend as they   
are getting as excited as me about The Voice UK. My co-host on This Morning, Phillip Schofield, was reallyare getting as excited as me about The Voice UK. My co-host on This Morning, Phillip Schofield, was really   
supportive. He told me that it was a great opportunity and I would be mad not to go for it. I feel lucky to besupportive. He told me that it was a great opportunity and I would be mad not to go for it. I feel lucky to be   
working in TV with two people I consider as friends – Reggie and Phil. working in TV with two people I consider as friends – Reggie and Phil. 

How do you juggle your busy TV career with family life?How do you juggle your busy TV career with family life?
I’ve got a great team behind me and it’s all about making sure I get the right balance. I am very careful with myI’ve got a great team behind me and it’s all about making sure I get the right balance. I am very careful with my  
time and if I feel I am taking too much on, I will pull back. Getting the right work/family balance is verytime and if I feel I am taking too much on, I will pull back. Getting the right work/family balance is very   
important to me.important to me.

Do your children realise they have a famous mummy yet?Do your children realise they have a famous mummy yet?
Harry says ‘Mummy’ when he sees me on television, but he doesn’t know what it means yet. I know in time heHarry says ‘Mummy’ when he sees me on television, but he doesn’t know what it means yet. I know in time he   
will, but to be honest if it’s not Peppa Pig, I don’t think he is going to be impressed!will, but to be honest if it’s not Peppa Pig, I don’t think he is going to be impressed!

Would you describe yourself as ambitious?Would you describe yourself as ambitious?
Strangely no. People look at me and think I must be – but I like what I do. I like working and I like my job.Strangely no. People look at me and think I must be – but I like what I do. I like working and I like my job.

You’ve already achieved so much in your career. Is there anything else you still really want to do?You’ve already achieved so much in your career. Is there anything else you still really want to do?
No! I feel so lucky right now. I am very happy. Everything seems perfect.No! I feel so lucky right now. I am very happy. Everything seems perfect.



Reggie Yates is known to music lovers throughout theReggie Yates is known to music lovers throughout the  
country for his Radio 1 Request and Chart shows,country for his Radio 1 Request and Chart shows,   
Glastonbury, Reading, T-in the Park and Big WeekendGlastonbury, Reading, T-in the Park and Big Weekend   
coverage, and hosting the MOBO Awards.  He’s also appearedcoverage, and hosting the MOBO Awards.  He’s also appeared  
on Move Like Michael Jackson, Famous, Rich and in theon Move Like Michael Jackson, Famous, Rich and in the  
Slums and presented three music specials for MTV.Slums and presented three music specials for MTV.

When you landed the job, what was your reaction?When you landed the job, what was your reaction?
I was so pleased. Amazing. I saw this show when it was first on in America as I was out in LA at the time and I wasI was so pleased. Amazing. I saw this show when it was first on in America as I was out in LA at the time and I was  
really intrigued by it all. Then when the call came through, it all felt so surreal. I am so excited about co-really intrigued by it all. Then when the call came through, it all felt so surreal. I am so excited about co-
presenting The Voice UK. Nervous too, but mostly excited.presenting The Voice UK. Nervous too, but mostly excited.

Do you get on well with Holly?Do you get on well with Holly?
Yes. I met Holly a very long time ago and we know a lot of the same people. It’s great to finally be doing a showYes. I met Holly a very long time ago and we know a lot of the same people. It’s great to finally be doing a show  
together. She is great fun. together. She is great fun. 

You’ve already recorded the auditions. Were you bowled over by the talent or disappointed?You’ve already recorded the auditions. Were you bowled over by the talent or disappointed?
The artists are amazing and the talent is far better than anyone expected. The standard is really good. It’s a bigThe artists are amazing and the talent is far better than anyone expected. The standard is really good. It’s a big   
deal for the artists and they all want to become a recording musician rather than be famous. deal for the artists and they all want to become a recording musician rather than be famous. 

Had you met the coaches before?Had you met the coaches before?
I have interviewed Jessie, Danny and Will three or four times for both radio and TV and I have seen Tom severalI have interviewed Jessie, Danny and Will three or four times for both radio and TV and I have seen Tom several   
times in concert. I think people are going to be very surprised about how competitive they all get.times in concert. I think people are going to be very surprised about how competitive they all get.

Who is the most competitive?Who is the most competitive?
I don’t want to say too much but they all really fight for which of the artists they want to get to be in their team. I don’t want to say too much but they all really fight for which of the artists they want to get to be in their team. 

What do you think of the coaches?What do you think of the coaches?
Brilliant. They are all so experienced. Jessie is hilarious, Tom is sweet, Will is cool and Danny is such a nice guy.Brilliant. They are all so experienced. Jessie is hilarious, Tom is sweet, Will is cool and Danny is such a nice guy.

What are you looking forward to most?What are you looking forward to most?
I can’t wait for the public to see the first programme. They will be able to see what it is like and hopefully thinkI can’t wait for the public to see the first programme. They will be able to see what it is like and hopefully think   
‘wow, this is going to be awesome’.‘wow, this is going to be awesome’.

Do you get nervous doing live TV?Do you get nervous doing live TV?
I have been doing television for 21 years now, so yes you get a little buzz when you go on stage but I don’t getI have been doing television for 21 years now, so yes you get a little buzz when you go on stage but I don’t get   
too nervous. I am a great believer in doing programmes that I feel passionate about. I am so passionate abouttoo nervous. I am a great believer in doing programmes that I feel passionate about. I am so passionate about  
The Voice. It is different and new.The Voice. It is different and new.

Will you be giving up the radio job?Will you be giving up the radio job?
Of course not! I love doing my programme for Radio 1 and it’s a really exciting time for me as the Chart Show isOf course not! I love doing my programme for Radio 1 and it’s a really exciting time for me as the Chart Show is  
going visual. I am also making some TV documentaries this year and I am going to be doing some TV and radiogoing visual. I am also making some TV documentaries this year and I am going to be doing some TV and radio  
for the Olympics. That’s going to be so exciting. for the Olympics. That’s going to be so exciting. 

2012 is shaping up to be a great for you…2012 is shaping up to be a great for you…
Yes it is but I am not the type to think about ‘what next?’ as it would be foolish. I just want to make sure I do aYes it is but I am not the type to think about ‘what next?’ as it would be foolish. I just want to make sure I do a   
good job on The Voice UK. I think people will be surprised by what The Voice UK has to offer. Whatever happens,good job on The Voice UK. I think people will be surprised by what The Voice UK has to offer. Whatever happens,   
people will walk away with a fantastic experience and amazing advice. I really do feel so lucky as I love my job. people will walk away with a fantastic experience and amazing advice. I really do feel so lucky as I love my job. 



Wall to Wall is one of the UK's leading production companies.Wall to Wall is one of the UK's leading production companies.

For over 20 years, the Shed Media-owned indie has been supplying broadcasters around theFor over 20 years, the Shed Media-owned indie has been supplying broadcasters around the   
world with ground-breaking, award-winning, high quality television content across manyworld with ground-breaking, award-winning, high quality television content across many   

genres.genres.

Productions range from the Oscar-winning feature documentary Man on Wire, to BBC One’sProductions range from the Oscar-winning feature documentary Man on Wire, to BBC One’s   
highest rated drama New Tricks, the internationally acclaimed genealogy series Who Do Youhighest rated drama New Tricks, the internationally acclaimed genealogy series Who Do You   
Think You Are?, the innovative living history “House” franchise (which included 1900 House,Think You Are?, the innovative living history “House” franchise (which included 1900 House,   

1940 House, Edwardian Country House), single dramas - Filth; The Mary Whitehouse Story,1940 House, Edwardian Country House), single dramas - Filth; The Mary Whitehouse Story,   
the multi-award winning A Very English Marriage and soon to be released, The Girl for BBCthe multi-award winning A Very English Marriage and soon to be released, The Girl for BBC   

Two.Two.

Wall to Wall’s productions have won almost every major international television award and itWall to Wall’s productions have won almost every major international television award and it   
regularly tops UK trade magazine polls as the company rated most highly by its peers;regularly tops UK trade magazine polls as the company rated most highly by its peers;   

subsequently attracting the top talent from across the industry.subsequently attracting the top talent from across the industry.

Wall to Wall  is part of the is part of the Shed Media Group.  All Wall to Wall and the Shed Media Group’s.  All Wall to Wall and the Shed Media Group’s   
programme and format sales are handled by programme and format sales are handled by Warner Bros. International Television 

Production..

http://www.outrightdistribution.com/
http://www.outrightdistribution.com/
http://www.shed-media.com/
http://www.walltowall.co.uk/


Talpa, based in Laren, the Netherlands, is the holding firm that comprises John de Mol'sTalpa, based in Laren, the Netherlands, is the holding firm that comprises John de Mol's   
media activities. The company has its focus on several parts of the international mediamedia activities. The company has its focus on several parts of the international media   

industry. In the past few years Talpa Holding established itself as a full service developmentindustry. In the past few years Talpa Holding established itself as a full service development   
and production company. With Talpa Content the group operates its own creativeand production company. With Talpa Content the group operates its own creative   

development unit aimed at formats for television and multimedia concepts. Genres includedevelopment unit aimed at formats for television and multimedia concepts. Genres include   
reality, daily and weekly infotainment magazines, variety, game shows, fiction, comedy andreality, daily and weekly infotainment magazines, variety, game shows, fiction, comedy and   

feature film. Talpa Productions is the group's own TV production unit. Talpa Distribution isfeature film. Talpa Productions is the group's own TV production unit. Talpa Distribution is   
dedicated to the worldwide licensing of Talpa Content's formats and finished series.dedicated to the worldwide licensing of Talpa Content's formats and finished series.

When it comes to the free to air platforms radio and TV, Talpa Media Group is a shareholder inWhen it comes to the free to air platforms radio and TV, Talpa Media Group is a shareholder in   
SBS Nederland (www.sbs.nl) which operates three open air TV stations, SBS6, NET5 andSBS Nederland (www.sbs.nl) which operates three open air TV stations, SBS6, NET5 and   

Veronica. Radio stations Radio 538, Radio 10 Gold and Slam FM (Veronica. Radio stations Radio 538, Radio 10 Gold and Slam FM ( www.radio538.nl) are fully) are fully  
owned by Talpa.  Talpa Holding (owned by Talpa.  Talpa Holding (www.talpa.tv) operates its own music division Talpa Music) operates its own music division Talpa Music   

((www.talpamusic.nl).).

http://www.talpamusic.nl/
http://www.talpa.tv/
http://www.radio538.nl/
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